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QUADRATIC AND CUBIC NON-LINEARITIES 
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SUMMARY. In !3L the difference between the quadratic non-linearity and the cubic one in 
a quasi-linear parametrically- excited system has been analyzed. In the present paper, the same 
question will be examined for a quasi-linear forced system and analogous resUlts as in [3] will be 
obtained. 
§1. SYSTEM UNDER CONSIDERATION AND DIFFERENT FORMS 
OF ITS DifFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Let us consider a quasi-linear forced system, described by the differential equation: 
(1.1) 
where q > 0, v > 0 are intensity and frequency of forced excitation, respectively; the signification 
of other symbols has been explained in [3]. 
Assuming that the order of smallness of h and q is e2 , the differential equation { 1.1) can be 
written in the following forms, depending on the orders of smallness of {3, 1 and .6.: 
-if {3, /, .6. are of order e2 , we have: 
X+ v 2 x = e2 {.Bx2 -1x3 + .6.x- hi;+ qcos vt} 
- if {3, /, .6. are of order e, we have: 
x + Vx = e{f3x2 - "fX3 +Ll.x} + e2 {- hx + qcosvt} 
- at last, if {3 is of order e while 1 and .6. are of order e2, we have: 
x + v 2 x = e{f3x2 } + e2 { -"jx3 + Ll,x- hx + q cos vt} 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
As in [3J, the case in which 1 and .6. are of different orders is rejected and, for the sake of 
simplicity, 1 is assumed to be positive. 
§2. SYSTEM WITH THE NON-LINEARITIES OF ORDER e2 
First, we shall examine the case described by the differential equation (1.2). As in [3], the 
asymptotic method is used and we obtain successively 
20 I 
and 
Al = o, Bl = 0, U! = o, 
- 2vA2 = hva + qsinO, 
3 
- 2vaB2 =!::,.a- 41a3 + q cos e, 
a= -~{hv +~sinO}, 
2v a 
iJ = _ _!:_{ll- ~7a2 +'!.cosO}. 
2v 4 a 
Setting the right-hand sides of (2.2) equal to zero yields: 
hv + '!.sin 0 = 0, 
a 
3 q 
t:l- -"'a2 + -cos 0 = 0, 4 a 
(2. 1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
and, after eliminating f), the relationship between the amplitude a and the frequency v of the 
stationary oscillation is obtained: 
(2.4) 
To study the stability of the stationary oscillation (ao, eo) the pertubations Oa, 8() are intro-
duced, namely: 
oa =a- ao, 50= 0- Oo. 
It is easy to establish the variational system: 
(oa) = _q_ sinOo · oa- !I_ cosOo ·50, 
2vao 2v 
(oO)" = --1-· { -2· ~'Ia~- !Lcose0 }oa+ _q_sinOo ·50, Zvao 4 ao 2vao 
and its characteristic equation: 
2 1 aw(ao, v 2) 
p +hp+--· =0 
Bv2 ao 8ao 
Since h > 0, the sufficient condition f~r stability is: 
aw(ao, v2 ) 
---;;-=----'- > 0 
aao 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Obviously, in the case considered, the system is nearly identical to the classical forced one [1, 2]: 
the hardness of the system is determined by the cubic non-linearity and, in the first approximation, 
the quadratic non-linearity-does not affect the amplitude, the phase as the stability of the stationary 
oscillation. 
§3. SYSTEM WITH THE NON-LINEARITIES OF ORDER" 
For the second case, described by the differential equation (1.3), the unknown functions in the 
asymptotic expansion are: 
21 
1 { 3 2} A, = 0, B, = - 2v L1 - 4'" ' 
fJa2 f3a2 1 a3 
ttl = - - --cos 21/; + --cos 31/;, 
2v2 6v2 32v2 
- 2vA2 = hva+ qsin&, 
5{32 372 a [ 3 ]2 
- 2vaB? = -a3 - --a5 +- .6.- -·.,a2 + qcos tJ 
. ~ 6v2 128v2 4v2 4 1 ,_ ' 
and the differential equations for a <l.nd B, in the second approximation, are of the form: 
.a= _!!:_{hv+ _g_sine}, 
2v a 
;i = - 2_ {-5- (~,a2)2 - 3v2- 1- 2<7 (~,az) + (v2 - 1) + ,__(v_z-,-~l__c)_2 + 1a cos e }. 
2v 24v2 4 2v2 4 4v2 
. 
5{32 3 
where u = --: -1. 
6 4 
The amplitude a and the phase fJ of the stationary oscillation satisfy the equations: 
hv+ ]_sin&= 0, 
a 
5 (3 2 ) 2 3v2 - 1- 2<7 (3 2 ) 2 (v2 - 1) 2 q 
-- -"(a - -,a + (v - 1) + --- + -cos e = o, 
24v2 4 2v2 4 4v2 a 
and the r'elationship between a and. v is: 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
{[ 5 (3 )2 3v2-1-2<Y(3 ) (v
2
-1)2]2 } W(a, vz) = a2 --2 -~a2 - 2 -~a2 + (vz- 1) + 2 + h2v2 - qz = 0 
24v 4 2v 4 4v (3.4) 
It is noted that, for each given value v 2 in the neighbourhood of unity, the algebraic equation 
(3.4) of unknown a2 has no more three acceptable solutions. Indeed, {3.4) can be rewritten in the 
form: 
[ 
5 X2 3vz-1-,2<YX. ( z ) (vz-1)2]2 Q2 2 2 
-- - +v-1+ =--hv 
24v2 2v2 4v2 X ' (3.5) 
where: 
In the plane (XY) let us draw the graphs Y, and Y2 of the left and right-hand sides of (3.5), 
respectively (Fig. 1). The graph Y1 has two minima on the abscissa axis: M 1 near X= 0 and M 2 
near X= 24/5. The graph Y2 is a hyperbola quite near its asymptotes: the ordi~ate axis X= 0 and 
the abscisse line Y = -h2 v2 . For h = 0 the mentioned graphs intersect themselves at two points 
P and Q located in the neighbourhood and on both sides of Mz. When h increases, the graph Y2 
is shifted downward, P and Q approach M 2 then coincide in it and finally diseappear. Obviously, 
the abscisses of P and Q are two solutions or" the equation (3.5). Howeve;, these solutions must b~ 
rejected since the corresponding values a 2 = 4'X/31 are too large (for standard variable). Thus, 
the equation (3.5) (i.e. the equation (3.4)) admits no more three acceptable solutions near X= 0. 
To study the stability of the stationary oscillation (ao, 110 ), we use: 
- the variational sy_stem: 
(8a) = _q_sin&o ·Sa- _'l__cos&o ·5&, 
2vao 2v 
(3.6) 
(o&). = __ 1_ { 4 . _5_ (~~a~) 2 _ 2 " 3v2 - 1- 25 (~7 a2) 2vao 24v2 4 2v2 4 ° -_'!__cos ea}oa + _q_sin Bo · 5&, ao 2vao 
22 
and its characteristic eqUation: 
2 h _1_3W(ao,v2 ) _ 
P + P + 2 a - o. 8v ao ao 
From (3.7) the following sufficient stability condition is deduced: 
: 
D /1-1 
-
aW----'c( a_.o.._, _v2_,_) 
> 0. 
oao 
Fig. 1 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
X 
The structure of (3.4} shows that the character (soft-hardness} of the system is determined 
by the cubic non-linearity') (1 > 0, the system belongs to hard kind) and the quadratic one f3 (a-
-of order e) plays only a supplementary role (it makes the system less hard). Figure 2 shows the 
resonance curves for the typical case: 
h2 = 0.0002; q2 = 0.00025; 3 4'~ = 0.24; o- = 0 (a} and o- = 0.05 (b) 
§4. SYSTEM WITH THE NON-LINEARITIES OF DIFFERENT ORDERS 
In the third case, described by the differential equation (1.4), the quadratic non-linearity is of 
order e while the cubic one is of order e2 . The asymptotic method gives us successively: 
- 2vA2 = hva + q sine, ( 4.1} 
( 5/32 3 ) - ZvaB2 = - 2 - ---:j a
3 + Lla + qcosB, 
6v 4 
and 
a= -~{hv + g_ sine}, 
2v- a 
. 1 { ( 1 1 ) 5/32 2 2 q } B=-- ----a +(v -1}+-cosB, 
2v v2 v; 6 a 
(4.2} 
23 
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.I 
i 
I 
. I 
where 
1 3 
-=--r v; 4 
5/P 
6 
The equations for a and fJ in the stationary oscillation are: 
hv + ~ sin 0 = 0, 
a 
( 1 1 ) 5(32 2 2 ) q ----a +(v -1 +-cos&=O, 
v 2 v; 6 a 
and the relationship between a and v is: 
To study the stability of the stationary oscillation (ao, &o) we use: 
- the variational system: 
(sa)'= _q_sinOo ·6a- .!Lcos00 ·5B, 2va0 2v 
( ) 1 { ( 1 1 ) 5(3
2 
2 q } q . 6() ·=--- 2 --- -a0 --cos0o Oa+--sm&o·OB, 2vao v 2 vi 6 ao 2vao 
- and its characteristic equation: 
The stability condition is as previously: 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
Analogous to the coresponding case in [3J, the interesting phenomenon in the last case is that 
the character (soft-hardness) of the system under consideration depends on v~ i.e. on the ratio of 
(32 and-y: 
- if v? is enough greater than 1, the system belongs to soft kind, 
- if v:_ is enough less than 1, the system becomes hard one, 
- if ~..:; is close to 1, the system is neutralized, it becomes a linear one. 
Figure 3 shows the resonance curves for the typical case: 
3-y 
0.04 and 4 = 0 (a) (the resqnance curve leans to the left), 
resonance curve leans to th~ right} . 
CONCLUSION 
. 5(32 
h2 = 0 0003· q2 = 0 0003· - = 
• I • l 6 
3-y 3-y 4 = 0.04 (b), 4 = 0.08 (c) (the 
The results obtained show the difference between the quadratic non linearity and the cubic 
one. H the two non-linearities are of the same order of srilal1ness, the cubic non-linearity is the 
dominant factor, on the contrary, if they are of different orders, the character (soft-hardness) of 
the system depends on both them, in equal degree. 
This publication is completed with financial support from the National Basic Research Pro-
gram in Natural Sciences. 
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PHI TUYEN B~C HAl v A B~C BA 
TRONG MQT H~ A TUYEN ClJGNG BlJC 
Ti~p tvc vin d~ d~t ra trong [3L bii bio niy xet vai trO cic s5 h{Lilg dan h'Oi phi tuye'n b~c 
hai vi b~c ba trong m{lt h~ dao d{lng a tuycfn crr&ng btl-c. Ke't qui thu dm;rc cho th[y: 
- Neu hai s5 h;~mg phi tuye'n n6i tren lr cling c[p (e ho¥: e2), s8 h<;tng b~c ba quye't djnh tinh 
ctl-ng m'em cUa h~, s8 h~ng b~c hai chi c6 inh hulrng b5 sung; 
- Ne'u sd h~ng b~c hai & dtp e vi sO'·h~ng b~c ba & c5:p e2 , tfnh cUng mem cda h~ phv thu9c 
ca. vao hai sb h<_tng d6 va vi v~y, tU.y "tj sO" gill-a chUng, h~ cO th€ thu9c lo~i cli-ng ho~c m~m ho~c 
b! "trung hOa". 
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